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Abstract. Almost all global climate models and Earth system
models that participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) show strong declines in Arctic sea ice
extent and volume under the highest forcing scenario of the
representative concentration pathways (RCPs) through 2100,
including a transition from perennial to seasonal ice cover.
Extended RCP simulations through 2300 were completed for
a subset of models, and here we examine the time evolution
of Arctic sea ice in these simulations. In RCP2.6, the summer
Arctic sea ice extent increases compared to its minimum following the peak radiative forcing in 2044 in all nine models.
RCP4.5 demonstrates continued summer Arctic sea ice decline after the forcing stabilizes due to continued warming on
longer timescales. Based on the analysis of these two scenarios, we suggest that Arctic summer sea ice extent could begin
to recover if and when radiative forcing from greenhouse gas
concentrations were to decrease. In RCP8.5 the Arctic Ocean
reaches annually ice-free conditions in seven of nine models.
The ensemble of simulations completed under the extended
RCPs provide insight into the global temperature increase at
which sea ice disappears in the Arctic and the reversibility of
declines in seasonal sea ice extent.

1 Introduction
The modeled decline in summer Arctic sea ice through 2100
is well documented (e.g., Stroeve et al., 2012; Massonnet
et al., 2012) for the representative concentration pathways
(RCPs) in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5
(CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2012). A subset of the CMIP5 model

simulations were continued through 2300 following the extended concentration pathways, hereafter “extended RCPs”,
for RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5 (Moss et al., 2010; Meinshausen et al., 2011). The extended RCPs follow trajectories
after 2100 of continued decreasing forcing (RCP2.6), continued constant forcing (RCP4.5), and increasing then constant
forcing (RCP8.5) (Fig. 1a). We document the first multimodel evaluation of the Arctic sea ice extent (SIE) from these
extended RCPs in this paper, though SIE behavior has been
documented elsewhere in some individual models (Li et al.,
2013; Meehl et al., 2012, 2013; Jahn and Holland, 2013).
These simulations provide insight into two features of particular interest: the disappearance of Arctic sea ice, including
winter sea ice in extended RCP8.5, and the reversibility of
sea ice loss in the Arctic climate system.
The Arctic sea ice in coupled climate models responds
prominently to changes in forcing. The global mean surface
temperature is proportional to the forcing as long as the forcing continues to increase (e.g., Long and Collins, 2013) and
is indicative of both the forcing and the global feedbacks. As
the rate of increase in forcing slows and the forcing becomes
constant in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, both the global mean surface air temperature and Arctic surface air temperature continue to slowly increase as a result of the adjustment of climate system to the continued energy imbalance at the top
of the atmosphere (Hansen et al., 2005; Held et al., 2010).
To demonstrate the relationship between forcing and global
mean temperature, the forcing and the global surface temperature response are shown in Fig. 1 for the three RCPs examined here: RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Extended RCP6.0
had only two models with sea ice concentration data through
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Figure 1. (a) Time series of forcing (W m−2 ) under each of the
extended RCP scenarios for RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5. Historical forcing (black) covers the period 1850–2005, and the RCPs
and extended RCPs are continued from 2006 and 2100. The year in
which the forcing reaches its 11-year maximum (RCP2.6) or 97 %
of its maximum is shown by vertical lines (RCP4.5, RCP8.5). Data
from Meinshausen et al. (2011). (b) Time series of annual global
mean surface air temperature for RCP2.6 (blue), RCP4.5 (green),
and RCP8.5 (red). Multi-model means are shown as dark solid lines,
and lighter lines indicate individual ensemble members (5-year running mean). The number of models for each RCP is given in parentheses.

2300 and was not included in this analysis. For each RCP,
the idealized net forcing shown here is calculated from the
greenhouse gases and other forcing agents, including aerosol
direct and indirect effects, as described in Meinshausen et al.
(2011).
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In this paper we discuss the changes in sea ice extent and
volume with respect to the changes in global mean surface air
temperature as a reflection of the forcing, although a discussion with respect to forcing itself or greenhouse gas concentrations is equally applicable (e.g., Jahn and Holland, 2013).
Changes in sea ice can also be discussed with respect to Arctic regional surface air temperatures (e.g., Zhang, 2010), but
it is difficult to separate the effect of warmer surface air temperatures driven by other causes (e.g., warm air advection,
radiative changes due to clouds) that drive sea ice changes
from the response of surface air temperature to reduced sea
ice concentration, thinner sea ice, and thus increased oceanic
heat flux to the atmosphere.
The disappearance of summer Arctic sea ice has important
climatic, ecological and policy implications (e.g., AMAP,
2011), and there has been significant interest in projecting
when the Arctic will reach a seasonally ice-free state. The
CMIP5 archive itself does not satisfactorily constrain the
dates of possible sea ice disappearance (Stroeve et al., 2012),
and so several studies have selected a subset of models to narrow the prediction for the range of dates by which the Arctic
will be ice-free (Massonnet et al., 2012; Wang and Overland,
2012; Liu et al., 2013). That approach assumes that the anthropogenic climate forcing follows a trajectory similar to
that of a specific RCP. Sea ice disappearance or ice-free conditions are defined here as when sea ice extent first falls below 1 × 106 km2 for at least 5 consecutive years.
Following a slightly different approach, Mahlstein and
Knutti (2012) estimated the global temperature increase at
which models become ice-free based on the sensitivity of
sea ice decline per degree temperature increase. This metric
has been used in other studies (Zhang, 2010; Winton, 2011)
to constrain models compared to observations or eliminate
uncertainties in sea ice projections associated with errors in
forcing or climate sensitivity. Mahlstein and Knutti (2012)
used recalibrated sea ice extents from the CMIP3 model
archive to overcome two related biases that cause a slower
decline in modeled sea ice than in observations: the loss of
sea ice per degree warming and the amount of polar amplification. In Sect. 4 of this paper we show that the CMIP5
models predict a global temperature increase at which the
summer sea ice disappears consistent with Mahlstein and
Knutti (2012), regardless of the model biases in sea ice extent, volume, and trends, and regardless of the forcing scenario. Furthermore, the extended RCP8.5 scenario reveals
temperatures at which ice-free conditions persist in months
beyond the September sea ice minimum.
The possibility of “tipping points” or abrupt changes in
the Arctic climate system and specifically in relation to sea
ice continues to be the subject of much discussion, though
the meaning of the phrase “tipping point” varies (e.g., Lindsay and Zhang, 2005; Livina and Lenton, 2013; Lenton et al.,
2008; Wadhams, 2012). In spite of the disagreement in terminology, the scientific questions focus on the reversibility of
declining sea ice and the stability of different climate states
www.the-cryosphere.net/8/1195/2014/
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Table 1. Models and number of available ensemble members for
each of the extended RCPs. Only one ensemble member (r1i1p1)
was used from each of the models in the analysis here.

sea ice concentration, a monthly mean time series of sea ice
extent was calculated for the Northern Hemisphere on the
original model grids, with sea ice extent calculated as the total ocean-covered area of the grid cells where monthly mean
sea ice concentration was in excess of 15 %. Though sea ice
area may be a more physical metric (Notz, 2014), we have
chosen to use sea ice extent rather than sea ice area for its
ease of comparison to observations and previous studies. Sea
ice volume was calculated using the sea ice thickness field,
which is average ice thickness over the entire ocean-covered
area of the grid cell. Sea ice volume therefore was computed
as the product of the sea ice thickness and the ocean-covered
area of the grid cells. Multi-model means of both time series
were computed with a uniform weight for each model.
We apply the method of Massonnet et al. (2012) to compare modeled Arctic sea ice characteristics to observations
using all available CMIP5 models. We note in Table 1 the
models which match the observed trend in sea ice extent
for 1979–2012 within ±20 % as well as which models are
ultimately selected as most closely matching observations
of September sea ice extent, annual cycle in sea ice extent,
September sea ice volume from reanalysis, and September
sea ice trend (Collins et al., 2013, Sect. 12.4.6.1). The conclusions drawn in this paper do not differ if we include all
models listed or only those selected using the method of Massonnet et al. (2012).
To find the year in which the Arctic becomes sea ice-free
for a given month, we find the first year in which the 5-year
running mean of sea ice extent drops below 1×106 km2 for at
least 5 consecutive years. To determine global temperature at
which ice-free conditions occur as presented in Fig. 6, we use
a 5-year running mean of global mean annual surface temperature. Global mean annual surface temperature is calculated
from area-weighted monthly means of surface temperature
and then annually averaged.

Model
bcc-csm1.1
CanESM2b
CCSM4b
CESM1-CAM5b
CNRM-CM5b
CSIRO-Mk3.6.0
GFDL-CM3a,b
GISS-E2-Hb
GISS-E2-Rb
HadGEM2-ESb
IPSL-CM5A-LR
IPSL-CM5A-MRa,b
MIROC-ESM
MPI-ESM-LR

RCP2.6

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

1
1
1
1
–
–
–
1
1
1
1
–
–
1

1
2
1
1
1
3
1
5
5
1
1
1
1
1

1
–
1
–
1
3
–
1
1
1
1
–
–
1

a Model meets all four criteria for matching observations in Massonnet
et al. (2012). b Model meets criterion for sea ice extent trend within 20 %
of observed for September 1979–2012.

for the Arctic. Model studies have consistently shown that
the Arctic sea ice recovers in experiments after the model
is forced into an ice-free state. This is true for both annually ice-free conditions achieved via radiative forcing (Armour et al., 2011; Ridley et al., 2012) and for seasonally
ice-free conditions achieved by imposed removal (Tietsche
et al., 2011). Such results have been obtained in studies using a single model, and the CMIP5 archive under RCP2.6
affords a demonstration of reversibility of seasonal sea ice
decline across multiple models, albeit for a relatively small
change in forcing. In experiments using a change of forcing
similar to RCP2.6 under the ENSEMBLES project (Johns
et al., 2011), the sea ice did not show recovery on timescales
up through 2100 (Körper et al., 2013). In Sect. 5, we examine the reversibility shown under RCP2.6 and demonstrate
that the extended simulation through 2300 is required to distinguish the forced response from the variability. We summarize the conclusions in Sect. 6 and comment on the relevance
of these results to policy decisions.
2

Data and methods

We analyzed sea ice fields (sea ice concentration and sea ice
thickness) from the 14 CMIP5 models listed in Table 1 that
had extended RCPs through 2300. Though four models have
multiple ensemble members, we used only the first ensemble member from each model. Since our focus here is on the
longer timescale response of the sea ice to changes in forcing,
we are not as interested in the interannual variability from the
few models with additional ensemble members, and the results do not change with their inclusion. Using monthly mean
www.the-cryosphere.net/8/1195/2014/

3

Evolution of sea ice extent and volume in extended
RCPs

The multi-model mean time series of Arctic sea ice extent
and volume are shown in Fig. 2 for March and September
for RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5 through 2300. We show
the unsmoothed time series of observations for sea ice extent
from Meier et al. (2012) and reanalysis of sea ice volume
from Schweiger et al. (2011) in black. The observations fall
well within the model spread. The trends in observed extent
and reanalysis volume are generally more negative than the
trends in multi-model means, though the spread in trends of
individual ensemble members encompasses the observations
(Stroeve et al., 2012; Massonnet et al., 2012). The spread in
modeled sea ice volume is quite large in September at the end
of the 20th century. This partially reflects the poorly observed
constraint on sea ice volume since time-series estimates of
sea ice thickness or volume have been difficult to assess until
The Cryosphere, 8, 1195–1204, 2014
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Figure 2. The multi-model mean time series of Arctic sea ice extent, 106 km2 , (top) and sea ice volume, 103 km3 , (bottom) for March (left)
and September (right) under RCP2.6 (blue), RCP4.5 (green), and RCP8.5 (red) from 1850 to 2300. Individual ensemble members are shown
as lighter lines (5-year running mean). One ensemble member is used from each model. The time series in the historical period (through
2005) differ slightly because of the different models available for each scenario. The number of models used is given in parentheses next
to the RCP. For comparison, observed sea ice extent (black) is from Meier et al. (2012). This data set combines observations from passive
microwave sensors and the HadISST time series. Reanalysis of sea ice volume (black) is from the PIOMAS model (Schweiger et al., 2011),
and is the “unadjusted” time series.

very recently (Schweiger et al., 2011; Kwok et al., 2009).
We discuss in the following subsections the Arctic sea ice
evolution from each of the extended RCPs separately. The
individual time series for each model are shown in Figs. 3
and 4.
3.1

Extended RCP2.6

The forcing for extended RCP2.6 peaks at nearly 3 W m−2
around 2044, and begins a monotonic slow decline to
2.6 W m−2 by 2100 and to 1.65 W m−2 by 2300 (see Fig. 1a).
Soon after the forcing begins to decrease, the global mean
annual surface temperature also begins to decrease. It does
remain higher, however, by a multi-model mean of 0.73 ◦ C
(range 0.35–1.4 ◦ C) at the end of the simulation (2281–2300)
compared to the period 1986–2005, which is the period of
approximately equivalent forcing.
The sea ice responds relatively quickly to the change in
forcing. This is shown by the the reversal of the multi-model
mean sea ice extent decline at about the same time as the peak
in forcing in 2044. For individual models there is a time lag
of up to 6 decades between 2044 and the minimum SIE due
The Cryosphere, 8, 1195–1204, 2014

to large natural variability at reduced SIE and the relatively
weak decline in forcing. In spite of the variability, an increasing sea ice trend is evident in nearly all the extended time
series through 2300. September Arctic sea ice extent trends
between 2044 and 2300 are positive in eight of nine models (at the 95 % confidence interval, following Santer et al.,
2008), and the summer Arctic sea ice extent is larger at the
end of the 23rd century than the minimum extent between
2006 and 2300 in all nine models. By the end of the 23rd
century, the models have recovered a mean of 44 % of the
sea ice extent lost between 1986 and 2005 and the minimum
sea ice extent in each ensemble member. Sea ice volume recovers a multi-model mean of 37 % of the amount lost over
the same time period, indicating that the mean ice thickness
is lower as it recovers. Winter (March) sea ice extent also
begins to recover in some of the models as the forcing decreases, but at a slower rate. All but two models (CESM1CAM5.1 and GISS-E2-R) show roughly the same sensitivity
(well within a factor of two) in September Arctic sea ice extent and volume per degree global temperature change when
global temperature is on a decreasing trajectory compared to
when global temperature is on an increasing trajectory.
www.the-cryosphere.net/8/1195/2014/
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CMIP5 Arctic sea ice extent in extended RCPs, March and September
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Figure 3. For each model, the time series of Arctic sea ice extent, 106 km2 , for6 September
and March for each of the historical and RCP
Fig. 3. For each model, the time series of Arctic sea ice extent, 10 km2 , for September and March for each of
scenarios. The time series is calculated as the area of sea ice concentration > 15 % on the original model grids. No smoothing is applied.
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CMIP5 Arctic sea ice volume in extended RCPs, March and September
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Figure 4. As in Fig. 3, for Arctic sea ice volume, 103 km3 .
Fig. 4. As in Fig. 3, for Arctic sea ice volume, 103 km3 .
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We find no convincing relationships between the sea ice
climatological state (sea ice extent, volume, seasonal cycle,
etc.) and the rate of increase in sea ice extent or volume.
Among the models, there is no consistent change toward
higher or lower sensitivity of sea ice to temperature under decreasing temperatures compared to increasing temperatures.
Even though there is a hysteresis in temperature with respect
to the forcing due to the residual effect of the slower components of climate warming, there is no evidence of hysteresis
in sea ice extent or volume with respect to increasing and
decreasing temperatures.
3.2

Extended RCP4.5

In RCP4.5, the forcing becomes nearly constant by 2069
and continues to remain constant through 2300 (see Fig. 1a).
Both the Arctic sea ice extent and volume continue to decline after 2069 in all months in 13 of 14 models (Fig. 2).
Nine of 14 models have already reached ice-free conditions
in September in RCP4.5 by 2069, and so the rates of decline
in September sea ice extent are small for these models after the forcing stabilizes (see Massonnet et al., 2012). Three
additional models are ice-free in September by 2145. Of the
12 models that reach summer ice-free conditions, 5 exhibit
low frequency oscillations or high interannual variability in
September sea ice extent through the period 2100–2300 (see
Fig. 3). As can be seen in Fig. 3 in both RCP2.6 and RCP4.5,
the interannual variability in Arctic sea ice extent has a tendency to increase as the Arctic approaches seasonally icefree conditions (Goosse et al., 2009). The lower mean thickness of sea ice means that the ice area subject to either complete seasonal melting or survival through the melt season
increases. The sea ice extent therefore is more susceptible
to interannual variations in both solar radiative (e.g., cloud
cover) and advective temperature forcing variations as well
as variations in wind-driven convergence.
3.3

Extended RCP8.5

The sea ice response to the forcing in extended RCP8.5 is
sharper than in RCP4.5. September sea ice disappears in
eight models between 2012 and 2077 (followed by the ninth
in 2128), with a mean date of disappearance of 2059. In
all but two of the models (GISS-E2-R and GISS-E2-H), the
March sea ice disappears as well between 2134 and 2234,
with a mean date of 2197. The date of disappearance of sea
ice for each model in RCP8.5 is shown in Fig. 5 for each
month of the year. The mean length of time between the
summer and winter disappearance is 129 years (range 41–
174 years). We discuss insights into the global mean annual
temperature at which Arctic sea ice disappears in the section
below.
For some models, most notably MPI-ESM-LR, the time
series of March sea ice extent in RCP8.5 is non-linear in
the decline toward an annual ice-free state (Fig. 3), which is
www.the-cryosphere.net/8/1195/2014/

Figure 5. First date of sea ice-free conditions in the Arctic Ocean by
month for RCP8.5. The months for which sea ice does not disappear
during the simulation are given as symbols above the graph. The
multi-model mean is shown by the thick gray line. Disappearance
is the first year of at least 5 consecutive years where sea ice extent
is < 1 × 106 km2 , based on a 5-year running mean of sea ice extent.

suggestive of a threshold behavior. Eisenman (2012) showed
the theoretical possibility that the winter sea ice reaches an
unstable equilibrium point after which it decreases rapidly.
In all but two models, however, sea ice volume demonstrates
a continuing linear or slower rather than faster rate of decline through the disappearance of winter ice, and thus we
conclude that apparent threshold behavior is not occurring in
this set of models as the winter sea ice disappears.
The occurrence of annually ice-free states has been studied with a hierarchy of models of increasing complexity (e.g.,
Eisenman, 2012; Winton, 2006, 2008; Ridley et al., 2012;
Armour et al., 2011), though a clear driving mechanism for
the winter ice-free state has not yet been identified. The
loss of winter sea ice has also been documented elsewhere
for two of the CMIP5 models (MPI-ESM-LR and CCSM4)
(Li et al., 2013; Meehl et al., 2012, 2013; Jahn and Holland, 2013), with several mechanisms invoked as contributors to lack of winter ice growth. In investigations with a single global climate model, Abbot et al. (2009) suggest that
a winter convective-cloud feedback coupled with an ocean
heat transport feedback is necessary to prevent winter radiative energy loss to space and thus prevent sea ice formation. Though a full investigation of the mechanism leading to
a lack of ice growth is beyond the scope of this paper, preliminary analysis of the surface energy fluxes suggests that enhanced downward longwave flux during the summer months
may also play a role.
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the models under RCP4.5 to reach the threshold at which the
winter sea ice disappears, as the maximum increase in temperature beyond the 1986–2005 average is less than 4 ◦ C for
all models. Agreement between RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 with respect to temperature at which sea ice disappears underscores
the idea that the sea ice responds to the changes in global
forcing reflected in the global mean surface temperature, regardless of the forcing trajectory which results in that temperature increase (Jahn and Holland, 2013).

5

Figure 6. Global mean annual surface air temperature increase compared to 1986–2005 average, at which the Arctic Ocean becomes
sea ice-free for RCP8.5. The multi-model mean is shown by the
thick gray line. Months for which sea ice does not disappear are
given as symbols above the graph. The maximum global surface
temperature increase for each simulation is shown to the right of
each graph.

4

Global temperature increase at which sea
ice disappears

Figure 6 shows the global annual mean surface temperature
increase (compared to 1986–2005 average) at which the Arctic sea ice disappears for RCP8.5. September sea ice disappears with a mean temperature increase of 2.4 ◦ C (range 0.4–
6.2 ◦ C), and March sea ice disappears at a mean temperature increase of 8.2 ◦ C (range 7.1–10.3 ◦ C). In general, with
the exception of the CSIRO-Mk3.6.0, GISS-E2-R and GISSE2-H models, the models are in broad agreement regarding
the additional global temperature increase under which sea
ice disappears beyond September, including winter sea ice
disappearance (i.e., temperature difference between winter
and summer sea ice disappearance). The summer sea ice in
the GISS-E2-R and GISS-E2-H models is very sensitive to
changes in global temperature, which leads to an early date of
disappearance, yet the rates of winter sea ice decline throughout the simulations are roughly constant. CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 is
the least sensitive with respect to the loss of summer sea ice,
but the winter sea ice is the most sensitive to additional global
temperature increase.
The global annual mean surface temperature warming at
which September Arctic sea ice disappears is consistent with
the range determined by Mahlstein and Knutti (2012) for
the CMIP3 models. The temperature at which sea ice disappears in RCP4.5 is also consistent with RCP8.5. In the seven
models that lose September sea ice in both the RCP4.5 and
RCP8.5 simulations, the mean temperature at which September sea ice disappears is lower in RCP4.5 by 0.18 ± 0.38 ◦ C.
Global mean temperatures do not increase enough in any of
The Cryosphere, 8, 1195–1204, 2014

Reversibility of sea ice extent decline in global models

RCP2.6 is the first CMIP scenario which follows a future trajectory of increasing radiative forcing, followed by decreasing radiative forcing applied to multiple models. It demonstrates that decreases in summer Arctic sea ice extent are
reversible over the range of global surface temperature increases and seasonal ice loss simulated under this scenario.
Although RCP2.6 represents the lowest forcing scenario, the
rate of increase of radiative forcing is similar in both RCP2.6
and RCP4.5 through 2044. We also note here that a multimodel mean of 80 % of the decline in September sea ice extent between 1995 and 2069 in RCP4.5 has occurred by 2044,
the time of the peak forcing in RCP2.6. It might be expected
therefore that a similar reduction in forcing under the higher
forcing scenario of RCP4.5 would result in a similar summer
Arctic sea ice recovery.
A comparison of sea ice extents under a scenario of decreasing radiative forcing was also carried out with a subset
of CMIP3 models within the ENSEMBLES project (Johns
et al., 2011; Körper et al., 2013) with a radiative forcing trajectory that is similar to that of RCP2.6 (see Fig. 2 in Johns
et al., 2011). In those results, September Arctic sea ice extent did not increase after the forcing began to decrease (see
Fig. 9 in Körper et al., 2013), but the simulations were short
and ended in 2100. In the RCP2.6 simulations here, ice extent
trends between 2044 and 2100 are not significantly different
from zero. Though we cannot rule out that the CMIP3 models respond differently from the CMIP5 models, it is likely
that the short length of the ENSEMBLES project mitigation
scenarios combined with natural variability in the models hid
the beginning of a long-term recovery of summer Arctic sea
ice in that study. The recovery is evident only when considered on timescales beyond those of natural variability and
therefore only in the extended RCP2.6 simulations shown in
this paper.
Much attention has been focused on the fact that Arctic sea
ice has been declining more rapidly than most models over
the satellite era (e.g., Stroeve et al., 2012). The forced part
of recent SIE trend may be reinforced by natural variability
(Kay et al., 2011), and the lack of agreement between models
and observations may be overstated since the models would
not be expected to capture the exact timing of this rapid decline. If, however, the recent rapid decline in Arctic sea ice
www.the-cryosphere.net/8/1195/2014/
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indicates that the models are less sensitive to the forcing than
the true climate system (Winton, 2011), there is a possibility that model-derived estimates of the mean global surface
warming which result in an ice-free state may be overestimated. If feedbacks within the natural system drive a faster
sea ice loss rate than the loss rate estimated by models and
these occur on short timescales (up to several years), then it
is possible that the sea ice response to a reduction in forcing
could be similarly more rapid than modeled in CMIP5.
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Conclusions
References

We have shown here the evolution of Arctic sea ice extent
and volume in the extended RCP2.6, RCP4.5, and RCP8.5.
RCP2.6 demonstrates an increase in September ice extent in
all nine models as the radiative forcing in that scenario decreases after 2044 through 2300. In RCP4.5, 9 of 14 models
have already become seasonally ice-free in September before
the peak in radiative forcing, and an additional 3 models are
ice-free in September by 2145. In RCP8.5, the September
Arctic sea ice disappears in all nine models, and the winter
sea ice also disappears in seven of nine models under this
scenario. Though the timing of the disappearance of September sea ice is not well constrained by the CMIP5 models,
the global mean annual temperature increase at which sea
ice disappears is fairly robust, both across models and across
RCP scenarios.
From a policy perspective, extended RCP2.6 indicates that
a recovery of Arctic sea ice could begin if and when policies
to reduce global greenhouse gas concentrations and hence
radiative forcing are implemented. Extended RCP4.5 further
shows that a plateau in the forcing may not be sufficient to
prevent continued Arctic sea ice loss and a seasonally icefree state even if the decrease in forcing begins before the
disappearance of summer sea ice. In practice, a reduction in
forcing to prevent further sea ice loss needs to be sufficiently
large to dominate the recalcitrant warming expected from
heat storage in slowly evolving parts of the climate system
(e.g., deep ocean) (Held et al., 2010). The threshold at which
a forcing reduction maintains a constant global mean temperature would itself be a function of the estimated equilibrium and transient climate sensitivities of the Earth system.
As the RCP scenarios do not incorporate interactive carbon
cycle processes and feedbacks, the impact of such processes
would need to be considered in the design of any strategies
to reduce radiative forcing.
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